WHITE HOUSE SKUNK WORKS AT FACEBOOK SECRETLY RIGGING THE ELECTION

OBAMA SENT TOP TECH OFFICER TODD PARK TO SECRETLY RUN HILLARY’S DIGITAL CAMPAIGN IN SILICON VALLEY

FIG. 1—On Sep. 26, 2009, Hillary and the State Department contracted with Facebook for a “template for winning elections” otherwise called ELECTION RIGGING. This contract was illegal since the Leader vs. Facebook patent infringement lawsuit was in progress, so this contract was obstruction of justice in addition to property theft. Nonetheless, Facebook built the election rigging software. Then in the Fall of 2014 Obama lent his chief technology officer, Todd Y. Park, to the Hillary campaign in clear violation of ethics and election laws. Government agencies are not permitted to interfere in our sovereign elections.

(OCT. 21, 2016)–The rigging of our American election will be simple... and it can be stopped.

The White House and Facebook have established a skunk works project in Silicon Valley. It has been run secretly and illegally since late 2014 by Obama’s technology chief Todd Y. Park.

Seemingly harmless Facebook links to the Secretaries of State in the 16 swing states are planned to be hijacked using Palantir spy...
software to intercept and change vote tallies reported from key swing counties.

The founder of Palantir, Peter Thiel, is also a Facebook director and major shareholder.

Strangely, Thiel recently donated $1.25 million to Donald Trump in an evident false flag action to divert attention from the election rigging that his software will enable to ensure a Hillary win no matter the actual vote tallies, we believe.

AFI researchers have just confirmed that every swing state Secretary of State has embedded a Facebook link on the official state election website. These swing states are: Colorado, Florida, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota (invisible), Missouri, Montana, Nevada, North Carolina, Ohio, Oregon (invisible), Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Texas, Wisconsin.

Thanks to Judicial Watch, secret contracts between Hillary and Facebook surfaced. Those contracts prove that in 2009 Hillary hired Facebook to build “a template for winning elections.” This is the euphemistic terminology used by the Facebook manager in charge of this project, Dmitry Shevelenko, for what in reality was criminal ‘election rigging.’

Then in 2014, Barack Obama issued a suspicious announcement that the White House chief technology officer, Todd Y. Park, was moving to Silicon Valley to be his eyes and ears on the Left Coast. This occurred just a month before WikiLeaks recently revealed from The Podesta Emails that Park was secretly recruited to drive the digital strategy for Hillary Clinton's campaign. See previous post.

OBAMA'S FACEBOOK SKUNK WORKS PLANS TO ENTHRONE HILLARY

Connecting the dots, Park is directing a Facebook skunk works to implement Hillary's State Department "template for winning elections."

This skunk works will operate as a "man-in-the-middle" that intercepts county vote tallies, changes the totals to favor Hillary and fool the public, then pass the revised totals to the state data tabulators. It is possible that only a few technical people in each swing state helped implement this amazingly simple treason.

CAN THIS BE STOPPED? YES.

1. ADJUST FIREWALL FILTERS ON ELECTION NIGHT: The easiest and most ethical solution would be for each of our Secretaries of State to order that the firewalls for their state tabulating computers simply block all transactions to and from any and all social sites before and after election night. Go with a group to your Secretary of State's office and ask in person what he/she is specifically doing to stop this man-in-the-middle threat via social media and others. Don't accept generalities and pats on the head. Ask for bipartisan observers of the data traffic on election night.

2. WHITE HATS SHOULD PROTECT THE VOTE: Failing Secretaries of State doing the right thing, white hat security experts should work legally to prevent any connection before, during and after election night between state election systems and social media sites that are part of the Park-led skunk works. Republicans wearing red is a good idea too as a visual indication of the relative votes.

NEW: 10/23/2016: 3. ELECTION JUDGE FRAUDULENT CERTIFICATIONS: Election judges should be sued immediately for fraud and election rigging if they certify vote totals from electronic
devices and transmissions from which they cannot personally verify that the totals being reported from these electronic mechanisms are ACTUALLY the votes entered by the voters and not just generated on an unverifiable paper tape print out. See Call to Action.

Any Secretary of State or election official that resists the citizens taking charge over their voting process—the most sacred act an American citizen can perform—is likely corrupt. He/she should allow bi-partisan observers wherever the citizens demand. After all, it is their vote, not his/hers.

NEW: 10/23/2016: 4. USE A PAPER BALLOT: Paper ballots are auditable. Any electronic voting mechanism that cannot be independently verified should not be used. See Call to Action.

In review, here’s what we have:


2. 2011: JOE LOCKHART, Bill Clinton’s former press secretary moved to Facebook as vice president of communications. (Jun. 11, 2011)


   . . . ten days later . . .

4. 2014: BARACK OBAMA sent his White House chief technology officer Todd Park to Silicon Valley on a pretext, but kept him on the White House payroll. (Oct. 28, 2014)

5. 2015: JOE LOCKHART is labelled a “Key WJC/HRC surrogate” by John Podesta, Hillary’s campaign chairman. WikiLeaks (Mar. 08, 2015).

6. . . 2014–2016: TODD Y. PARK was recruited by the Hillary campaign and illegally paid by the White House to implement Hillary’s “election winning template” skunk works at Facebook. This “election winning” name given to Hillary’s illegal activity should be labelled ELECTION RIGGING TEMPLATE.

It’s time for We the People to put an end to this corruption.

The time for procrastination is over. If we allow this election to be stolen by the globalists, the dismantling of the 240-year grand American experiment in Republican democracy will likely be finished.

TAKE ACTION: “If it is meant to be, it is up to me."

* * *

UPDATE MAR. 25, 2014

FIVE CRITICAL AFI POSTS ON JUDICIAL COMPROMISE

Fully updated Mar. 25, 2014 in the wake of the Scribd censorship:

1. HOW PATENT JUDGES GROW RICH ON THE BACKS OF AMERICAN INVENTORS
   Patent Office filings are shuffled out the USPTO backdoor to crony lawyers, banks and deep-pocket clients.

2. WAS CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS BLACKMAILED into supporting Obamacare by his ethical compromises in Leader v. Facebook?

3. JUSTICE ROBERTS MENTORED Facebook Gibson Dunn LLP attorneys.

4. JUSTICE ROBERTS HOLDS substantial Facebook financial interests.

5. JUDGE LEONARD STARK FAILED to disclose his Facebook financial interests and his reliance on Facebook’s Cooley Godward LLP attorneys for his appointment.

A. WAKE UP AMERICA! THE RUSSIAN NUCLEAR FLEET IS STEAMING INTO THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA AS WE SPEAK—HILLARY CLINTON FAVORS NUCLEAR CONFLICT—HER ELECTION WILL PUT A PROVEN GANGSTER IN CHARGE OF OUR NUCLEAR FORCES. MORE PROOF:
B. THE FIX: NBC, WSJ, MURDOCH PUBLISH FAKE POLLS PAID BY HILLARY CAMPAIGN—IGNORE POLLING DATA

C. HISTORY OF RIGGED ELECTION—PROOF CURRENT DEM & MSM NARRATIVE AGAINST DONALD TRUMP IS BOGUS

SHOCKING Report Documents Massive Election Theft by the D...
Americans for Innovation: WHITE HOUSE SKUNK WORKS AT FACEBOOK SECRETLY RIGGING THE ELECTION

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/10/white-house-skunk-works-at-facebook.html

See also Hacking Democracy Trailer, HBO Documentary.

D. PROJECT VERITAS, PART I, SENIOR DEM OPERATIVES ADMIT ELECTION RIGGING

Rigging the Election - Video I: Clinton Campaign and DNC Incite...

https://youtu.be/YuFWN9H1DkM | Raw *.mp4 video file

Bookmark: #project-veritas-part-i-undercover

E. NEW, 10/23/2016: PROJECT VERITAS, PART II, SENIOR DEM OPERATIVES DISCUSS MASS ELECTION MANIPULATION—MSM SPIKED THIS STORY FEARING RETRIBUTION FROM A FUTURE HILLARY CLINTON ADMINISTRATION

Rigging the Election - Video II: Mass Voter Fraud

https://youtu.be/5luJGHulXkY | Raw *.mp4 video file

Bookmark: #project-veritas-part-ii-undercover

LEADER V. FACEBOOK BACKGROUND

Jul. 23, 2013 NOTICE: DonnaKlineNow! has gone offline. All her posts are available as a PDF collection here (now updated, post-Scribd censorship).

Mar. 20, 2014 READER NOTICE: On Mar. 7, 2014, all of our documents linked to Scribd were deleted by that "cloud" service using the flimsiest of arguments. Some of our documents have been there for two years and some had almost 20,000 reads.

George Orwell wrote in 1984 that one knows one is in a totalitarian state when telling the truth becomes an act of courage.

All the links below were updated Mar. 20, 2014 (many thanks to our volunteers!)


2. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam’s Censored Federal Circuit Filings (Archive)

3. Brief Summary of Leader v. Facebook

4. Backgrounder

5. Fenwick & West LLP Duplication

6. Instagram-scam

7. USPTO-reexam Sham

8. Zynga-gate

9. James W. Breyer / Accel Partners LLP Insider Trading

10. Federal Circuit Disciplinary Complaints

11. Federal Circuit Cover-up

12. Congressional Briefings re. Leader v. Facebook judicial corruption

13. Prominent Americans Speak Out

14. Petition for Writ of Certiorari

15. Two Proposed Judicial Reforms

16. S. Ct. for Schemers or Inventors?

17. Attorney Patronage Hijacked DC?

18. Justice Denied | Battle Continues

19. FB Robber Barons Affirmed by S. Ct.

20. Judicial Misconduct WALL OF SHAME

21. Corruption Watch - “Oh what webs we weave, when first we practice to deceive”

22. Facebook | A Portrait of Corruption

https:// americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/10/white-house-skunk-works-at-facebook.html
F. JAMES O’KEEFE, PROJECT VERITAS—MSM SPIKED HIS INVESTIGATION THAT EXPOSES DEMOCRAT AND HILLARY CLINTON ELECTION RIGGING TACTICS

James O'Keefe Reports Uncover Clinton's Election Theft. The Al...

https://youtu.be/j8VE0BnywR8 | Raw *.mp4 video file

Bookmark: #project-veritas-part-iii

G. PROJECT VERITAS, PART III, DNC CREAMER CONFIRMS HILLARY CLINTON AND DONNA BRAZILE (AND PROBABLY OBAMA) WERE PERSONALLY INVOLVED

Rigging the Election – Video III: Creamer Confirms Hillary Clint...

https://youtu.be/EEQvsK5w-jY | Raw *.mp4 video file

Bookmark: #james-okeefe-valid

H. PROOF JAMES O’KEEFE, PROJECT VERITAS UNDERCOVER VIDEO IS TRUE—MSM, OBAMA AND DEM CLAIMS TO DISCREDIT ARE LYING SMOKESCREENS

BUSTED! Smoking Gun Evidence Project Veritas Videos Are NO...
I. HACKING DEMOCRACY, HBO (2006)—ELECTRONIC VOTING MACHINES ARE, AND CAN BE EASILY, RIGGED

Bookmark: #hacking-democracy

II. TOP TEXAS ELECTIONS DIRECTOR RUNS FROM PRESS WHEN ASKED ABOUT LACK OF A PAPER TRAIL AND ELECTION RIGGING!

Director of Elections Runs From Reporter When Asked About El...
K. JUDGE JEANINE PIRRO: TWO SYSTEMS OF JUSTICE, ONE FOR YOU AND ME, AND ANOTHER FOR HILLARY CLINTON

Judge Jeanine: There are two systems of justice in America

Notice: This post may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon without independent verification. Think for yourself. Photos used are for educational purposes only and were obtained from public sources. No claims whatsoever are made to any photo. Fair Use is relied upon.

COMMENT

Click "N comments:" on the line just below this instruction to comment on this post. Alternatively, send an email with your comment to americ4innov@gmail.com and we’ll post it for you. We welcome and encourage anonymous comments, especially from whistleblowers.

38 comments:

dave123  October 21, 2016 at 4:18 PM

The Clinton didn’t have the independence to challenge powerful actors on Wall Street and in Washington, “Crooked” Clinton for her big dollar campaign contributors. Seven in 10 voters consider Clinton part of the establishment. Just 30 percent trust her to take on special interests, Clinton praises Wall Street bankers as people who “see over the horizon; she tells Goldman Sachs’s Blankfein that “there is such a bias against people who have led successful and/or complicated lives:” YES MONEY MATURES. But lets not forget the Global Economic CRISIS OF 2008 that cost tens of millions of people their life savings and their jobs their homes

Reply

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/10/white-house-skunk-works-at-facebook.html 8/30
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Americans for Innovation: WHITE HOUSE SKUNK WORKS AT FACEBOOK SECRETLY RIGGING THE ELECTION

K. Craine  October 21, 2016 at 9:14 PM

Email comment by GH:


https://youtu.be/XDGi1Hx2pC0

Contains many links in the YouTube "Show More" notes

Reply

Replies

dave123  October 22, 2016 at 1:23 PM

Bernie Caught on Hot Mic Proves He Was Never a ‘Real’ Candidate (Video)
IT WAS A SET UP ITS CALLED USING A DRAGNET BUT ONLY ONE PERSON GETS THE BENEFIT
THIS SAME DRAGNET WAS USED IN FEBRUARY 2008
HILLARY WAS NEVER GOING TO BEAT OBAMA
ROBERT MUELLER KNEW OBAMA WAS GOING TO WIN?
ROBERT MUELLER KNEW FACEBOOK WAS STOLEN?
ROBERT MUELLER RUN THE FBI FOR EXACTLY 12 YEARS
ROBERT MUELLER TENURE WAS EXTENDED BY OBAMA?
GEORGE SOROS KNEW FACEBOOK WAS STOLEN?

Hillary For President News Briefing for Friday, February 01, 2008 Subject: Hillary For President News Briefing for Friday, February 01, 2008

NSA Whistleblower Shocks Radio Host: We Have All Hillary’s Deleted Emails (Video)
IF THIS IS TRUE THEY WILL HAVE THE EMAILS ON HOW FACEBOOK WAS STOLEN?

Reply

dave123  October 22, 2016 at 2:39 PM

$85B MEDIA MERGER
AT&T set to buy Time Warner

Reply

Replies

Rain Onyourpar ade  October 22, 2016 at 3:20 PM

Where is the SEC? Dept of Commerce? Dept of Justice? This is clearly an anti-trust violation. An oligopoly.

Who runs these agencies?

SEC: Mary L. Schapiro served as the 29th Chairman. She had over 65 holdings in Facebook interests before the Facebook IPO. Globalist? CHECK.

SEC: Current chair Mary Jo White another Wall Street puppet. So bad even Elizabeth Warren calls for her removal.

Commerce Dept: Secretary is billionaire heiress Penny S. Pritzker, a $1 million donor to The Clinton Foundation. CHECK.

Justice Dept: FBI Director Comey, another shill of the Clinton Foundation and former director at HSBC, a Clinton Foundation lackey.

AT&T Time Warner merger is nothing but a New World Order consolidation of global communications into the U.S. government’s hands--A destruction of competition. A naked attack on the U.S. Constitution and real capitalistic competition.

Reply

dave123  October 22, 2016 at 10:13 PM

A major cyber offensive that brought down internet behemoths Twitter and Paypal is thought to have been launched by hackers using common devices such as webcams, baby monitors and digital recorders. Obama administration asks CIA

WELCOME TO DONNA KLINE NOW! READERS!

AFI has been supporting Donna and is now picking up the main Leader v. Facebook coverage (she will continue coverage as well).

Anonymous Posts Are Welcomed! Blogger has more posting constraints than Donna's WordPress, but we will continue to welcome anonymous posts. Simply send us an email at NEW Leader® Private Email: afi@leader.com with your post. Once the moderator verifies that your email address is real, your comment will be posted using your real name or handle, whatever you wish, like John Smith or Tex.

Click here to view a complete Donna Kline Now! posts archive.
to prepare cyber attack against Russia Putin dismisses US hacking allegations as 'playing the Russian card'

K. Craine  October 23, 2016 at 4:53 AM
Email comment by Alex Jones:


In this special report Alex Jones breaks down the admitted plan to steal the election from Donald Trump.

https://youtu.be/YuFWN9N1DkM

Reply

K. Craine  October 23, 2016 at 8:14 AM
Email comment by GH:


In 2009, Abedin said Clinton would object to speaking with crowd on both sides or without podium

Emails obtained by Citizens United through a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request and released on Tuesday suggest that walking around a stage may have been a challenging burden for Hillary Clinton as early as 2009.

In a 2009 email exchange between top Clinton aide Huma Abedin and Clinton Global Initiative employees Amitabh Desai and Ed Hughes, Abedin revealed that Clinton could not walk around the stage like her husband Bill Clinton and would need a podium for an upcoming address.

Full Story'
http://www.lifezette.com/polizette/emails-hillary-needs-podium-speak/

Reply

K. Craine  October 23, 2016 at 8:17 AM
Email comment by JM:


Saturday on Fox & Friends, Tucker Carlson sat down with a college professor with a remarkable record of predicting election outcomes.

Professor Helmut Norpoth, from Stony Brook University in New York State, has correctly predicted the outcomes of the last five presidential elections.

This year, he steadfastly believes Donald Trump will win the election.

Norpoth said he uses two “models” to make his prediction

Full story:

Reply

dave123  October 23, 2016 at 11:23 AM
Latest report from New Zealand news saying Hillary chance of winning the election is 93% LOL
See next comment for resources to prove that this sort of prediction is harebrained.

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/10/white-house-skunk-works-at-facebook.html?showComment=1477252726783#c4560282684859630327

Hey dave123. Now that those NEW ZEALANDERS are over their overnight pot high, try some facts:

RIGGED POLLING at NBC, Wall Street Journal.

HART RESEARCH ASSOCIATES PUBLIC OPINION STRATEGIES firm was paid $225,000 in Sep. 2016 by Hillary Clinton's SuperPAC Priorities USA - the largest Democratic PAC - for what is evidently skewed, pseudo-scientific polling data supplied to NBC and Wall Street Journal.

Posted by: https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/

Apparently these people think Hillary’s irredeemable Basket of Deplorables would not notice.

Moral of this story: The MSM “polls” showing Hillary ahead are lies meant to deceive. Don’t be fooled.


YOUTUBE Video: https://youtu.be/4DMHOWoDmXc

---

Thank you to a number of readers who have sent links to videos proving election fraud and disproving the current MSM narrative that election rigging is ridiculous . . . unless it is the Russians, which fits their narrative to deflect attention from the election rigging that the brave investigator James O’Keefe and Project Veritas Action has just proven.

Remember, in Saul Alinsky’s 12 Rules for Radicals embraced by Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama, when they get caught, their tactic is to deny, deny, deny. Have you noticed a lot of denial about the O’Keefe videos and WikiLeaks in the last few days? LOL. They are predictable once you know who pulls their strings.

See the various videos above. They have been downloaded and distributed so that they cannot be censored.

---

Yes. Just have them send us an FTP connection and we will copy the *.mp4 files to their FTP sites. Most are HD quality FYI.
Americans for Innovation: WHITE HOUSE SKUNK WORKS AT FACEBOOK SECRETLY RIGGING THE ELECTION

K. Craine
October 24, 2016 at 12:02 PM

Newest raw videos available:


K. Craine
October 24, 2016 at 3:04 PM

Here are new uploads:


Reply
Email comment by JM:

In all decisions, there are intentions and there are consequences. The problem with riding a moral high horse with pure intentions is that they can actually produce terrible consequences.

On October 14, Dinesh D’Souza spoke to the largest regular convocation of young people in the country, Liberty University's convocation.

Full Story:
https://youtu.be/Stqm0FVMmE

Email comment by GH:

Hillary Clinton’s secret email account caused her to miss a call, apparently to the French foreign minister, according to newly released emails that showed the then-secretary of state frustrated by the system she had established.

Top personal aide Huma Abedin was trying to set up a call with someone identified as Kouchner — seemingly Bernard Kouchner, the top French diplomat at the time — but Mrs. Clinton’s OK for the call didn’t get to Ms. Abedin in time.

Full story:

Email comment by GH:
K. Craine October 23, 2016 at 7:06 PM

Email comment by GH:
BOMBSHELL: CLINTON FOUNDATION INSIDER CAUGHT PAYING $467,500 TO CAMPAIGN OF WIFE OF SENIOR FBI OFFICIAL WHO OVERSAW CLINTON EMAIL PROBE


The political organization of Virginia Gov. Terry McAuliffe, an influential Democrat with longstanding ties to Bill and Hillary Clinton, gave nearly $500,000 to the election campaign of the wife of an official at the Federal Bureau of Investigation who later helped oversee the investigation into Mrs. Clinton’s email use.

Campaign finance records show Mr. McAuliffe’s political-action committee donated $467,500 to the 2015 state Senate campaign of Dr. Jill McCabe, who is married to Andrew McCabe, now the deputy director of the FBI.

Full story:

https://twitter.com/DevlinBarrett/status/?790350274061803520?s=09

Email comment by GH:
K. Craine October 23, 2016 at 7:13 PM

Email comment by GH:
HILLARY TRANSFERS $1.8 BILLION TO QATAR.

MLordandGod. (Oct. 21, 2016). BOOM: HILLARY CLINTON Transfers $1.8 Billion to QATAR Central Bank ‘STUNNING’ Western Bankers!

Why would a Presidential Candidate Transfer her huge amount of CASH (almost $2 billion) out of the USA?
- Hillary Clinton Moves $1.8 Billion To Qatar Central Bank - Western Bankers are "STUNNED"
Full video:
https://youtu.be/ZcDJFDlZOBmg

Lancelot  October 24, 2016 at 5:38 AM
Every day brings new revelations of MASSIVE CORRUPTION by the Clintons and the DNC. It’s totally UNACCEPTABLE!!
MORE POLLS SHOWING TRUMP AHEAD...and now THIS... MORE FACTS proving MSM are DESPERATE to cover the truth!
http://www.tngovwatch.org/see-the-5-facts-that-just-might-prove-trump-is-actually-beating-hillary/
AND a HUGE percentage of her supposed followers are PAID STAFFERS AND FRIENDS, with planted mothers and babies etc! INCREDIBLE!!!
Many now saying Trump could win by a landslide because huge number of people are deliberately holding back/not telling the polls the truth...and all MSM polls are fabricated lies, as we know

K. Craine  October 24, 2016 at 5:48 AM
Note to readers who commented on “Aaron Johnanasson” troll comments. As we repeatedly warned him, we are not going to give paid Facebook/Hillary trolls/astroturfers opportunity to spread their poison on this blog. We have been marking him as SPAM for two weeks, yet he keeps posting, which means he has “super” privileges of some sort on Google, therefore, we’ll just keep taking him down. Thank you for all of you who posted comments on the latest troll, but when we marked him as SPAM, your replies came down also. If you wish to post your thoughts again, please do.

K. Craine  October 24, 2016 at 6:09 AM
Email comment by GH:
There is evidence that Brian Fallon, press secretary for Hillary Clinton, colluded with the Department of Justice (DOJ) during the Clinton email investigation.
Full story:

K. Craine  October 24, 2016 at 6:14 AM
Email comment by GB:
Message to corporate paid mainstream media
We are Anonymous. We are Legion. We do not forgive. We do not forget. Expect us.
Full video:
https://youtu.be/jpb018dBFR30

K. Craine  October 24, 2016 at 6:24 AM
Email comment by GB:
Message to corporate paid mainstream media
We are Anonymous. We are Legion. We do not forgive. We do not forget. Expect us.

Full video:
https://youtu.be/jpb0lBarR30

https://youtu.be/OTMalX_JPE4

Faces of the Facebook Corruption (PDF)
(currently being updated after the Fri. Mar. 7, 2014)
Scribd censorship of this document:
Here is the cast of characters in Leader v. Facebook. We encourage you to report their corrupt activities to this site and others, like Lawless America. Feel free to communicate anonymously in any way in which you are most comfortable. The attempt of these people and their organizations to corrupt American justice and commerce cannot be tolerated. Vigilance. We will expose them. See Congressional Briefings (currently being updated after Scribd censored the documents on Fri. Mar. 7, 2014).

A. Facebook’s law firms:

1. Fenwick & West LLP  (Facebook securities and patent law firm; former Leader Technologies counsel; attempted an appearance in Leader v. Facebook; did not seek conflicts waiver from Leader prior to representing Facebook)
2. Cooley Godward LLP  (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; McBee Strategic energy stimulus partner; Obama Justice Dept. advisor; former employer to patent judges)
3. Blank & Rome LLP  (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; former employer to patent judges)
4. White & Case LLP  (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; undisclosed former employer to Patent Office Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) officer involved in Leader v. Facebook)
5. Gibson Dunn LLP  (Facebook law firm in Leader v. Facebook; undisclosed counsel to the Federal Circuit; undisclosed protégé of Chief Justice John Roberts, Jr.; undisclosed former employer to Preetinder ("Preet") Bharara, U.S. Attorney currently persecuting Paul Ceglia in U.S. v. Ceglia (Ceglia v. Zuckerberg))
6. Orrick Herrington LLP  (longtime Facebook law firm and destroyer of evidence for the cabal in Winklevoss v. Zuckerberg and ConnectU v. Facebook)
To: Tom Matzjie
To: John Podesta
To: Anna Greenberg
To: Stan Greenberg
To: ic2008
Cc: Tara McGuinness
Cc: Susan
Cc: Paul Begala
Cc: John Podesta

“I also want to get your Atlas folks to recommend oversamples for our polling . . . so we can maximize what we get out of our media polling.”

“ethnic over samples as needed”

“Over-sample Hispanics”

“Over-sample Native Americans”

“microtargeting” repeated 25 times

CONCLUSION: Any poll repeated by the paid corporate media is a lie meant to discourage potential Donald Trump voters.

DON'T BE FOOLED FOLKS.

K. Craine  October 24, 2016 at 9:19 AM

Email comment by ThinkOutsideTheTV:

ELECTION TAMPERING VIDEO PROVES PROJECT VERITAS IS NOT JUST LOCKER TALK. PROVES THE PLANS DISCUSSED WERE CARRIED OUT IN TRUMP RALLIES. PROVES PAID CORPORATE MAINSTREAM MEDIA HAVE BECOME NOTHING BUT PROPAGANDA SHILLS

Christina Diggins. (Oct. 21, 2016). BUSTED! Smoking Gun Evidence Project Veritas Videos Are NOT FAKE. ThinkOutsideTheTV.

These new revelations should be making headlines, but the White House and Hillary Clinton just deny, deny, deny. Typical Saul Alinsky Rules for Radicals tactic: When caught, your response should be to deny, deny, deny. This proof shows that Project Veritas is genuine and damning.

https://youtu.be/oLVDezTuGg0

HERE'S THE RAW *.MP4 VIDEO FOR DOWNLOAD:


K. Craine  October 24, 2016 at 9:22 AM

Email comment by Project Veritas Action:

BOMBSHELL: HILLARY, BRAZILE AND LIKELY OBAMA PERSONALLY ORDERED ILLEGAL DARK MONEY DIRTY TRICKS PROGRAM AGAINST DONALD TRUMP; LITERALLY CONCEALED AS A DUCK


Part III of the undercover Project Veritas Action investigation dives further into the back room dealings of Democratic politics. It exposes prohibited communications between

K. Craine  October 24, 2016 at 12:00 PM

Email comment by Project Veritas Action:

BOMBSHELL: HILLARY, BRAZILE AND LIKELY OBAMA PERSONALLY ORDERED ILLEGAL DARK MONEY DIRTY TRICKS PROGRAM AGAINST DONALD TRUMP, LITERALLY CONCEALED AS A DUCK


Part III of the undercover Project Veritas Action investigation dives further into the back room dealings of Democratic politics. It exposes prohibited communications between

B. Facebook attorneys & cooperating judges:

14. Gordon K. Davidson  (Fenwick; Facebook’s securities and patent attorney; Leader Technologies' former attorney)
15. Christopher P. King  (aka Christopher-Charles King aka Christopher King aka Christopher-Charles P. King, Fenwick & West LLP)
16. Theodore B. Olson  (Gibson Dunn)
17. Thomas G. Hungar  (Gibson Dunn)
19. James Cole  (Deputy Attorney General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)
20. Tony West  (Associate Attorney General, U.S. Dept. of Justice; 2008
Hillary Clinton’s campaign, the DNC and the non-profit organization Americans United for Change. And, it’s all disguised as a duck. In this video, several Project Veritas undercover journalists catch Democracy Partners founder directly implicating Hillary Clinton in FEC violations. “In the end, it was the candidate, Hillary Clinton, the future president of the United States, who wanted ducks on the ground;” says Creamer in one of several exchanges. “So, by God, we would get ducks on the ground.” It is made clear that high-level DNC operative Creamer realized that this direct coordination between Democracy Partners and the campaign would be damning when he said: “Don’t repeat that to anybody.” The first video explained the dark secrets and the hidden connections and organizations the Clinton campaign uses to incite violence at Trump rallies. The second video exposed a diabolical step-by-step voter fraud strategy discussed by top Democratic operatives and showed one key operative admitting that the Democrats have been rigging elections for fifty years. This latest video takes this investigation even further.

YOUTUBE:  
https://youtu.be/bihzIKA0tPQ

RAW *.MP4 VIDEO FILE:  

Reply

Replies

K. Craine  
October 24, 2016 at 12:06 PM

TWEET-ABLE link to Part III Project Veritas Action video:

BOMBSHELL PROOF HILLARY PERSONALLY INVOLVED IN PAC MONEY USED FOR ILLEGAL DIRTY TRICKS. DONNA BRAZILE AND OBAMA ALSO INVOLVED.

Bookmarked link:

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/10/white-house-skunk-works-at-facebook-at-project-veritas-part-iii

Reply

K. Craine  
October 24, 2016 at 12:20 PM

EMERGENCY NOTICE TO READERS:

PROJECT VERITAS ACTION IS GETTING THREATS FROM DNC AND HILLARY CLINTON OPERATIVES: We encourage tens of thousands of our readers to download the *.mp4 video files presented above. With millions of citizens having copies of these videos, the brave producers are best protected.

If you are not sure how to save it, ask a favorite local patriot geek. It is not hard.

https://youtu.be/bihzIKA0tPQ

Reply

Replies

dave123  
October 24, 2016 at 7:15 PM

5th force of nature possibly discovered, US physicists say AND NO ITS NOT HILLARY CLINTON

Reply

K. Craine  
October 25, 2016 at 5:08 AM

TWEET-ABLE:

TOP TEXAS ELECTIONS DIRECTOR RUNS FROM PRESS WHEN ASKED ABOUT LACK OF A PAPER TRAIL AND ELECTION RIGGING!

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/10/white-house-skunk-works-at-facebook.html#texas-election-rigging

Reply

Obama California Campaign Manager

21. Robert F. Bauer (Obama Attorney; White House Chief Counsel; directed IRS targeting of the Tea Party; formerly and currently employed by Perkins Coie LLP, Facebook's "rapid response enforcement team;" spouse is Anita B. Dunn)

22. Anita B. Dunn (Obama Attorney; White House Chief Counsel; husband Robert F. Bauer directed IRS targeting of the Tea Party, formerly employed by Perkins Coie LLP, Facebook's "rapid response enforcement team")

23. Mary L. Schapiro (former Chairman, Securities & Exchange Commission (S.E.C.); holds investments in 51 Facebook Club basket funds)

24. James "Jamie" Brigagliano (former Deputy Director of the Division of Trading and Markets at the Securities and Exchange Commission; Mary L. Schapiro's chief lieutenant on "dark pool" rule making)

25. Joseph P. Cutler (Perkins Coie)

26. David P. Chiappetta (Perkins Coie)

27. James R. McCullagh (Perkins Coie)

28. Ramsey M. Al-Salam (Perkins Coie)

29. Grant E. Kinsel (Perkins Coie)

30. Reeve T. Bull (Gibson Dunn)

31. Heidi Keefe (Cooley)

32. Michael G. Rhodes (Cooley; Tesla Motors)

33. Elizabeth Stameshkin (Cooley)

34. Donald K. Stern (Cooley; Justice Dept. advisor)

35. Mark R. Weinstein (Cooley)

36. Jeffrey Norberg (Cooley)

37. Ronald Lemiux (Cooley)

38. Craig W. Clark (Blank Rome)

39. Tom Amis (Cooley / McBee Strategic)

40. Erich Veitenheimer (Cooley / McBee Strategic)

41. Roel Campos (Cooley; former Commissioner of the U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission at the time of the infamous Facebook 12(g) exemption)

42. Lisa T. Simpson (Orrick)

43. Indra Neel Chatterjee (Orrick)

44. Samuel O’Rourke (Facebook; Cooley-directed)

45. Theodore W. Ulyot (Facebook; Cooley-directed)

46. Amber H. Rover , aka Amber L. Hagy aka Amber Hatfield (Weil Gotshal LLP; Judge Kimberly A. Moore's former client)

47. Edward R. Reines (Weil Gotshal)

48. Trish Harris (DC Bar Association)

49. Elizabeth A. Herman (DC Bar Association)

50. Elizabeth J. Branda (DC Bar Association)

51. David J. Kappos (former Patent Office Director; former IBM chief intellectual property counsel; ordered unprecedented 3rd reexam

https://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/10/white-house-skunk-works-at-facebook.html
NOTICE TO COMMENTERS: When the MSM diatribe on "fake news" began, our regular commenters were blocked from posting comments here. Therefore, email your comments to a new secure email address afi@leader.com and we will post them.

52. Preetinder ("Preet") Bharara (U.S. Attorney Ceglia v. Zuckerberg; formerly of Gibson & Dunn LLP; protects Zuckerberg)
53. Thomas J. Kim (SEC Chief Counsel)
54. Anne Krauskopf (SEC Special Sr. Counsel)
55. John G. Roberts, Jr. (Chief Justice, U.S. Supreme Court)
56. Jan Horbaly (Federal Circuit, Clerk of Court)
57. Kimberly A. Moore (Judge, Federal Circuit)
58. Matthew J. Moore (Latham & Watkins LLP; husband of Judge Kimberly A. Moore)
59. Kathryn "Kathy" Ruemmler (Latham & Watkins LLP; White House counsel)
60. Evan J. Wallach (Judge, Federal Circuit)
61. Alan D. Lourie (Judge, Federal Circuit)
62. Randall R. Rader (Chief Judge, Federal Circuit)
63. Terence P. Stewart (Federal Circuit Bar Association)
64. Leonard P. Stark (Judge, Delaware U.S. District Court)
65. Richard J. Arcara (Judge, N.Y. Western District, Ceglia v. Holder et al)
68. Meredith C. Petravick (Administrative Judge, U.S. Patent Office)
70. Pinchus M. Lauffer (Sr. Counsel, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
71. Kimberly Jordan (Counsel, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
72. Daniel J. Ryman (Counsel, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
73. William J. Stoffel (Counsel, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
74. James C. Payne (Counsel, Patent Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
75. Deandra M. Hughes (Examiner, Leader v. Facebook reexamination)
76. Kathryn Walsh Siehndel (FOIA Counsel, U.S. Patent Office - bio and conflicts log concealed)
77. Dennis C. Blair (Director, U.S. National Intelligence)
78. Dennis F. Saylor, IV (Judge, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, FISA)
79. James E. Boasberg (Judge, Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court, FISA)
80. James P. Chandler, III (President, National Intellectual Property Law Institute, NIPLI; The Chandler Law Firm Chartered; advisor to Asst. Att'y Gen. Eric H. Holder, Jr., Dept. of Justice; Member, National Infrastructure Assurance Commission, NIAC;